
Getting rid of shoreline 
weeds is as easy as 1-2-3

No Shirt, No Shoes, No Problems…No weeds! 
Thanks to Weed Razer, clearing weeds and debris from your lake or pond is a 
day at the beach. There has never been a more uniquely designed and efficient 
tool made for cutting submerged aquatic vegetation. 

It’s easy, it’s effective, it’s amazing…it’s Weed Razer.
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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But don’t take our word for it!

www.jenlisinc.com

We just used our Weed Razer for the first time and I think I am in love! We have a 
lake cottage and I think that everyone that lives on the lake and fights the weeds 
needs to own one.
Marcie, Indiana 

We received our Weed Razer yesterday and went right to work. It is AMAZING! 
One of the best items I ever bought. WOW! Thank you, thank you, thank you.
Steven Reichel, Florida

The NutrE-razer worked great, it cleared up my lake and I’ll be ordering another soon.
Mike Lawrence, Iowa - 2010 

I highly recommend your Weed Razer to anyone looking for an excellent tool for 
removing weeds from a lakefront.
Greg, Wisconsin

My Lake was covered with slime and within 5 days of adding NutrE-razer 3/4 of it  
was gone and it just kept working.
Kyle, Louisiana - 2010

In the fight against  
shoreline weeds,  
here’s your edge

1. Throw Weed Razer out  
    and over area to be cleared

2. Pull it back in using  
    short hard jerking motions

3. Repeat as needed

Tools for controlling aquatic vegetation

Tools for controlling aquatic vegetation

Weed Razer Pro

Weed Razer

Weed Raker

Beach Raker
NutrE-razer

The Weed Razer family of tools is designed 
to help you control your weed problems in 
three easy steps:
 
 1    Harvest  
 2    Remove
 3    Maintain
 
Controlling aquatic vegetation can be a  
difficult problem. The five tools available 
in the Weed Razer system - Weed Razer, 
Weed Raker, Beach Rake, Weed Razer Pro 
and NutrE-razer provide options to make  
the solution a simple one.

1) It’s Easy
2) It’s Effective
3) It’s Amazing



Rake weeded swimming area and pull in 
loose weeds. Rake bottom to pull in roots 
of lake weeds

Easy to use
Stand in one spot  

and keep your entire  
swimming area  

weed free

The LONGEST, WIDEST, Easiest to assemble ALL-IN-ONE Digging Rake

Multipurpose rake perfect for land and water use!

Removes excess nutrients from   the water

The weeds have been cut, now you need to 
get them out of the water and dig up their 
roots. The Weed Raker is the perfect match 
for the Weed Razer.

The Weed Raker collects large amounts of 
weeds with its super sized rake head. Fill  
the hollow rake head down with weighted 
material for maximum sediment penetration 
and drag out the roots of your weed problem. 

Introducing a professional-grade aluminum rake to 
make any kind of clearing duty a day at the beach.

• Clearing debris from you beach and  
 grooming beach sand 

• Removing stones and other debris  
 from your lake bottom

• Spreading landscaping material like  
	 fine	rock	and	wood	chips

NutrE-razer’s specially selected strains of naturally-occurring microbes 
and growth factors which reduce the level of unwanted nutrients and 
muck while increasing the health of a pond in 4 important ways:

• Introducing bacteria that effectively consumes these nutrients

• Stimulates the growth of bacteria already in your pond that  
 break down organic matter

• Removing excess nutrients from the water column

•	 Providing	an	additional	food	source	for	fish	and	other	pond	life

This is a non-chemical approach which involves living organisms 
(microbes) feeding off of the excess nutrients that would otherwise be 
available for plant growth. NutrE-razer’s microbes are a concentrated 
blend of naturally occurring bacteria and enzymes that rapidly 
biodegrade sludge, improve the water quality, decrease suspended 
particulate matter and solids, and control odor if used correctly in the 
proper blend for the pond.

NutrE-razer and its packing are safe and nontoxic to humans and  
animals. (Including fish and other aquatic species) No mixing  
required – just toss the packet in the water.

1. Give Weed Razer a toss 2. Let Weed Razer sink in 3. Pull Weed Razer out

As easy as 1, 2, 3
1. Give it a toss

2. Let it sink

3. Pull it in

The Weed Razer is easy to use. Simply 
toss it from your dock, shore or boat. It 
weighs just 8 pounds; it’s light enough 
to toss 30 feet or more, but easily sinks 
to the bottom. The razor sharp edges 
slice effortlessly through most types of 
aquatic vegetation. 

• Cuts in deep or shallow water

• Works at the base of the weeds

• Offers little to no resistance by  
 slicing weeds rather than simply  
 dragging them

• Cuts up to 4’ wide path each toss

Caution: Blades are very sharp!  
Always keep the blade covers on  
Weed Razer when not in use.

Know the rules: Before using  
Weed Razer be certain to check  
with local or state authorities

The Weed Razer  
is the BEST CHOICE 

for cutting long or short 
weeds and - with some  
additional work – it will 
even work on cattails

Includes 25’ rope  
and hand sharpener

Stainless steel blades

Stainless steel blades

Clear a path up  
to 4 feet wide 
and 30 feet long 
with each toss

Using Weed Razer is easy. 

Its adjustable blades make the Weed Razer 
Pro a unique aquatic vegetation cutter and 
one capable of effectively and efficiently 
clearing your lake or pond in minutes.

It is a mighty mite, weighing in at just  
9 lbs. The Weed Razer Pro is nimble enough  
to toss as far as 30 feet from any dock, 
shore or boat. But, make no mistake; it’s  
a heavyweight fighter when clearing paths 
up to 62” wide. 

• Cut with 7 different angles to match  
 the density and type of vegetation  
 you are cutting

• Clear aquatic vegetation in narrow   
 channels or large areas in a short time

• Harvest a variety of emerged and  
 submerged aquatic weeds, including  
 cattails, bulrush, wild rice, etc.

• Slice at the base of the weed with   
 very little resistance. It slices   
 weeds rather than dragging them

After you are done, simply fold the two  
blades and store, no disassembly is required.

Weed Razer Pro comes fully assembled.

Caution: Blades are very sharp!  
Always keep the blade covers on  
Weed Razer when not in use.

No. 1 Choice
for cutting stubborn  

pond and lake weeds  
like cattails, wild rice, 

bulrush, etc.

Includes 25’ rope  
and hand sharpener

After you are done, simply fold  
the two blades and store.

Weed Razer Pro comes  
fully assembled

Expands up to 62” wide

Easily expands up to 62” wide
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11 feet long and 37 inches wide

Includes 43 feet  
of	floating	rope

There is wide interest in the tool            
offering the widest cutting path  
of any tool on the market!

Clear your lake or pond of 
weeds in minutes

Pulls weeds in  
from 50+ feet away!

• Maintaining golf course bunkers

•	 Removal	of	floating	aquatic	 
	 vegetation	and	filamentous	algae

• Removal of decaying organic  
 matter from your lake and pond bottom

• Uprooting weeds

Handles any kind of job  
on land or in water!

Comes with an 11 foot handle, 
25	feet	of	rope	and	a	float	that	
attaches to the rake head


